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We live in a time of uncertainty that may bring a
particular fear of what awaits us in the future. Sailing in a
world that is filled with ever-changing realities and
circumstances may keep us from our awareness of the
ever-present God who continues to guide us through
these unchartered waters.

The decision to discern one's vocation is a choice to
explore the depths of one's heart, with the intention to
live a life of meaning, amidst life's uncertainties. In one's
vocation journey, one can expect to discover various
parts of oneself that may seem unfamiliar, uncertain,
unchartered, and unknown. In coming to terms with
these parts of oneself, there may be fears and anxieties
that present themselves to the one who attempts to
discern.
 
In this month's issue of Still & Sail, we share with you an
article that explores the various ways we can be guided
with our decisions as we continuously discern our
vocation.

Discerning one's vocation in life entails making a
decision towards the exploration of what God calls us to
do and the discovery of who we are meant to be. And in
this discovery, may we fix our gaze on the Risen Christ
who lights the way for us to come to a full realization of
God's desire for all.

May you find in these pages the words of Christ who
walks on the ocean of our heart, "It is I, do not be
afraid!" (Jn 6:20), and may you have the courage to
respond to Him who continues to call, consecrate, send,
and save (Brothers' Rule, 21).
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Usually our vocation becomes clearer over time.
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How do I make a decision?
Diocese of Shrewsbury

Here are some tips about how to make a decision when the time
comes. You don’t need to use them all, like a checklist – they are
simply ideas in case you are stuck.

WAIT: God’s call usually becomes clearer over time. Often we just
need to wait patiently – living our Catholic faith, doing all we can
to be open to God’s will, praying for his help and guidance. Don’t
force the issue. Something will happen – in your own heart, or in
the circumstances of your life. But if it doesn’t happen then…

"One of the signs
of a vocation

can be our
willingness to try

a particular
path."

SOURCE

If you are living your Catholic faith, and being open to the Lord and to all that is
happening in your life, you should gradually feel a pull in one direction, a growing
conviction that one way of life is right for you. This process of discernment takes time, and
it is much more than simply trying to make practical decisions.

Yet there are two reasons why you might come to a time in your life when you need to
make a decision of some kind. First, because things have become clearer, and you feel
you are ready to take a step in a certain direction. Second, because things are not at all
clear, and you have been going round in circles about your vocation for a long time, and
you don’t seem to be getting anywhere. In this case it can be helpful, with the support of a
wise person you trust, to try and make some kind of provisional decision about where you
are going. There is a risk that you could drift through life without making any decisions;
always looking for signs that will tell you what to do, without actively taking responsibility
for your own choices. You could become a ‘serial discerner’ and fall prey to ‘paralysis
through analysis’.

Sometimes God lays before us different possibilities, and wants us thoughtfully and
prayerfully to come to a decision about what seems best. It is not a final decision (we
don’t make a final decision until the day of our marriage or ordination or solemn
profession), it is simply a decision to test the water instead of hovering at the edge, to
start down one particular path instead of standing at the crossroads. We shouldn’t be
surprised that God sometimes invites us to make a choice. Sometimes, but not always, we
learn more about God and about ourselves by acting than by waiting. We are often
looking for certainty, for objective signs. But one of the ‘signs’ of a vocation can be our
willingness to try a particular path and see where it leads. He leads us partly through our
choices. You don’t have to be certain about the choice, you just have to make the best
choice that you can. If you wait for 100% certainty you will be waiting forever.

PROS AND CONS: Take some extra time to reflect on your life and
on all the factors that seem significant in this choice. What are the
options before you? Write down the pros and cons of each option.
Think about them. Weigh them up. Put the list away and come
back to it a few days later. What seems to be most important for
you? What seems best?
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IMAGINE THE DECISION: It can sometimes help to imagine that we have made one
particular choice (and then to imagine that we have made an alternative choice). Be very
concrete. Imagine telling your friends and family; imagine taking the next step. Imagine
changing your life accordingly. Imagine where you will be in a few weeks, a few months.
What feelings does this stir up? What hopes and fears? Excitement? Relief?
Despondency? Regret? These feelings can sometimes reveal what is deep in our heart.
Another idea is to imagine you are at the very end of your life, looking back on all that
might have happened as you followed this path. Can you be proud of such a life and
pleased to offer it to God? Or would you be disappointed or sad?

TALK TO SOMEONE: Not just anyone, not just a friend who will say what you want to hear.
It should be someone you trust, who is wise, and who will be honest with you. It might be
a friend or relation or a priest you know; or someone you don’t know who has been
recommended. They might give you some good advice and encouragement. But even if
they don’t say much it is enormously valuable to talk about our hopes and fears in this
way. It forces us to put into words the vague thoughts and feelings we have; and it gives
us new courage and clarity simply because we have been brave enough to open our heart
to another person – our hopes and worries about vocation are no longer just a ‘secret’,
they become more real, more urgent.

PRAY: Pray to God for guidance and help. Pray especially to the Holy Spirit for wisdom.
Make a particular prayer each day for help as you make this decision. But don’t pray too
much! Sometimes, especially if you are feeling desperate, you might think that you have
to pray more and more, as if you are forcing God’s hand. It can become a kind of
superstition, and you half-worry that God will not help you unless you pray for hours every
day and turn your life upside down with devotions. This is simply not true. God loves you
and cares for you and wants the best for you. He certainly wants you to pray, but in
whatever way is right for you as a layperson studying or working in the world.

LISTEN TO YOUR HEART: Sometimes, when we make time to think
about one course of action or one possibility, it brings with it a
deep sense of peace and joy; not just a passing mood or emotion,
but an inner feeling that something is right, a contentment and
quiet excitement, a sense of reassurance and freedom, of being on
the right track. At other times, when we stop to reflect in this way,
an idea brings with it feelings of fear and panic and worry and
insecurity; a sense of heaviness and imposition and unnecessary
obligation. The spiritual peace (or ‘consolation’) can be a sign that
one path is right for us, a sign that it fits with who we are and who
God calls us to be. The fear and panic (or ‘desolation’) can be a
sign that one path is not right for us, that it is pulling us away from
who we are and who God calls us to be. But some fears and
doubts, natural fears that we are bound to face when we make big
decisions, are not signs of anything deep – and they simply need
to be faced and overcome.

"God loves you,
cares for you,
and wants the
best for you."
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TAKE A SINGLE STEP: If you are still unsure what to do and feel paralysed and unable to
make a big decision, it can help to make a small decision instead. Decide to take just one
step down a certain path, the next step – so that you can see how it feels and how it turns
out. You don’t need to find certainty that this is the final step for you; you simply need to
have some confidence that it is a good and worthwhile step in itself at this moment. For
example, if you have never talked to anyone about your dilemmas, then decide to talk to
someone. If you are seriously considering a vocation to the priesthood or the religious life,
but still unsure of how to find certainty – then why not consider making an application and
see how you feel? You can always change your mind in the next few weeks. Or you can
leave after the first few months. Often simply making one decision helps us to see that it
is the wrong decision – and nothing is lost, but great clarity is gained.

MAKE A DECISION: We don’t find a decision – we make one. Sometimes we imagine that a
vocation is something we have to find: if I can only find the answer, read the signs,
discover the path – then I will happily walk along it. There is some truth to this, but as well
as this, a vocation is also something you have to choose. With all the signs in front of you,
with all that lies in your own heart, there is a moment when you will need to weigh
everything up and simply make a decision. Not a final decision you are certain about, but
the best decision possible at this time – a ‘provisional’ decision. Looking for infallible signs
can paradoxically be a way of avoiding the responsibility and risk of making a decision. 

There are not many moments of decision like this, but there are some. You can trust that
God will help you to make a wise decision now; and above all that his plan for your life
will unfold through the consequences of your prayerful decision. If it is the ‘wrong’
provisional decision, and you are meant to be somewhere else – he will make that clear
before too long. If it is the ‘right’ provisional decision, and you are meant to continue
along this road – he will confirm that for you and make it clearer and clearer. Only when
you are at the stage of making lifelong promises or vows will he ask you to make an
irrevocable decision – and by that stage you will have had many reassurances that this is
the right path for you.

TRUST IN PROVIDENCE: Above all, you can trust in God’s Providence. If you are not yet at
the point of making decisions, then trust that God will guide and enlighten you. If you are
about to make an important decision, trust that God will help you to make a wise one. If
you have made a decision, trust that God will lead you to know if it is indeed the right one.
He loves you more than you love yourself. He cares for you with an unbounded
tenderness and affection. His power is greater than any other force in creation, and his
Providence is guiding everything and will put right even the mistakes you may make.

So be at peace. Do all that you can; but trust in the Lord.
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FEATURED VIDEO:

THE LIGHTHOUSE

What points from the article/video made the most sense for you?
How has your vocation become clearer in the past months/years in the program
that you are in?
What considerations do you have in making a decision regarding your vocation?

Looking at our experiences

On Journeys & Crossroads: Reflections on Exodus
Dr. Roberto Conrado Guevara PhD 
Magisterial Lectures, Areté Ateneo
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How do I make a decision?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geVah0hecPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct494vm0iEc
http://www.dioceseofshrewsbury.org/vocations/what-do-i-do-next/how-do-i-make-a-decision


BROTHERS' BREAD
Sunday Reflections

Join our Brothers from the Lasallian Formation
Center for our Sunday reflections from April-May
2022.

WHAT'S UP, BRO? (Season 2) - Episode 4

Learn the different stages in the life of the Brother
together with Br. Sockie and Br. Irwin alongside DJs
Cora and Miggy in our 4th episode  of the What's
Up, Bro? Season 2!
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THE BRO DIARIES - Refining Outlooks
Episode 5

Join Br. Dennis Magbanua FSC as he brings us
through his day as a Brother assigned in Hong Kong.

LIVE, LA SALLE! (Episode 7)
Living Your Vocation

Br. Vince, Ms. Leah, and Franky share with us how
Lasallians can continue to live their vocation in our
7th episode of Live, La Salle!
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https://www.facebook.com/DLSBrothersPH
https://www.youtube.com/c/DeLaSalleBrothersofthePhilippines
https://open.spotify.com/show/2AwgeKQyctC46hpr7eREcX?si=VOvlxNxdQDGirY-Sde7-KQ&dl_branch=1&nd=1
https://twitter.com/DLSBrothersPH
https://www.instagram.com/DLSBrothersPH/
mailto:vocations@delasalle.ph
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6wfLimmD4CD_UMK3OmEu0xSKmEkK3U_R
https://youtu.be/YMRkqc9BQkk
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6wfLimmD4CD_UMK3OmEu0xSKmEkK3U_R
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6wfLimmD4CD_UMK3OmEu0xSKmEkK3U_R
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6wfLimmD4CD_UMK3OmEu0xSKmEkK3U_R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozaa19vuEtA&list=PL6wfLimmD4CDtAGUGP1iYqafM3JS1HKC4&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozaa19vuEtA&list=PL6wfLimmD4CDtAGUGP1iYqafM3JS1HKC4&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozaa19vuEtA&list=PL6wfLimmD4CDtAGUGP1iYqafM3JS1HKC4&index=8
https://fb.watch/cH6Fr7qT91/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94X418IjfAg&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEYbfhU_JdM&list=PL6wfLimmD4CCpob_MAvrNjDfNBmjWxVDZ&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEYbfhU_JdM&list=PL6wfLimmD4CCpob_MAvrNjDfNBmjWxVDZ&index=5

